Environmentally sustainable, lightweight,
space efficient loading

Infinity is the all new aluminium
alloy van racking system

Infinity modular van racking
that delivers bespoke performance
Innovative and revolutionary for van fleet
operators and van converter engineers.
For its pioneering technological use
and understanding of aluminium alloy
structures.
For its ability to provide additional
operating space effectively, with no
compromise to length or depth.
Environmentally friendly throughout;
production, assembly, installation,
operation, extended new vehicle life cycle
and end of life re-cycle.
The F.lli Gentili’s manufacturing design
engineers have brought to market a
paradigm change, which delivers a stylish
product that is minimalist in structure,
without compromising its strength. Van
racking systems - simply cut for a perfect
fit.
Discover the considerable advantages of
working with F.lli Gentili’s Infinity.
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Infinity gives you more
valuable operating space,
more racking, more capacity.
Infinity is an avant-garde product in its’ class: more robust and lighter than the traditional
steel or combination material racking systems.
This enables customers to increase the on-board consumable commercial load, without
compromising the fuel economy or choice of vehicle operated. Infinity offers many
commercial benefits, including a class leading value proposition for all van operators.

Infinity new advantages

MORE SPACE
Infinity weighs in at up to 30% less
than traditional quality steel racking
systems. Load capacity is improved
without compromising your carbon
dioxide emissions, clearly addressing
environmental responsibilities.
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KEY ADVANTAGES
Is to make better use of the fuel
consumed by maximising the
available operating space and load
capacity. By removing excessive
racking weight you will improve your
load performance, which could result
in a smaller vehicle for example.

VERSATILE
Infinity, has been designed and
manufactured to allow you to
engineer precisely the size you
require; height, length and depth, to
give the right solution for your needs
without compromise.

ECO SUSTAINABLE

STRONG AND SIMPLE

MADE IN ITALY

CERTIFIED

Infinity is made of aluminium alloy
and is designed to be completely
recyclable. The Gentili approach
of selecting high quality aluminium
alloy makes powder coating
completely unnecessary. This
quality material also provides for the
equipment being re-used in future
vehicles.

Infinity comprises of several complex
aluminium alloy profiles, specifically
designed to interface with a range
of panels and couplings. Integrity in
strength is guaranteed and simplicity
of assembly is assured by design, by
Gentili design.

Designed and manufactured with
care, minimalist clean lines, this
racking system is not only for vehicle
conversions, but may also be applied
to static work environments like
offices, workshops, warehouses and
offshore containers conversions.

Working comfortably and safely.
Infinity, crash tested according
to the ECE R17 standard as
approved by TÜV GS to provide
improved operator safety in
accordance with that standard.
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Possibili soluzioni di montaggio

Infinity is crash test certified,
ensuring a safer working environment
Infinity van racking was been
crash tested and passed the
rigorous ECE R17 requirements.

BEFORE

AFTER

Certificazione

di prodotto per la gamma portapacchi e portascla

The company Quality Management
System is ISO 9001 certified

Azienda certificata con sistema gestione qualità UNI EN ISO 9001

TUV/GS certified

Infinity aluminium extrusions
manufacture and production
suppliers are accredited with
operating standard ISO 14001
(Environmental Management
System)

Certificazione di prodotto per gli allestimenti modulari in lamiera

certificazione crash test secondo la normativa ECE R17 per la gamma prodotti
portascala ed allestimenti modulari in lamiera

Information contained in this user manual catalogue
may vary with the time. Gentili reserve the rights
to change specification at any time without prior
notice.
Graphic design by:
Manzi e Zanotti (Cesena) • www.manziezanotti.it
Photo:Archivio Gentili - Foto F.M
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Italy
France
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Sales network

Extra UE
Turkey
Morocco
Australia

F.lli Gentili s.a.s

Via Balitrona, 12
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T. +39 0547 311206
F. +39 0547 311636
gentili@flligentili.com
www.flligentili.com

F.lli Gentili Dealers

